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While I have written this more or less in story form to help
make it a little more interesting, there is much that could be added
to make a good story out of it. I have tried to cut it down so that
each part of this "story" would teach something of the way our Canoe
Trips are run, what is expected of the guide and swamper, and what
is expected of the Scouts.

This story is not to teach the art of camping, canoeing, nature
study, the use of the axe, how to read a map, how to read a compass,
how to apply First Aid. There is much information on these subjects
elsewhere and presented in far better form than could be done here.

Nor is this story to teach one to be a guide. Guides are "caught"
not "taught" as the saying goes.

Here is a sample of an average one week trip except perhaps it
might have a few more "situations" which are necessarily included.
All names are fictitious but the places are real.

-HOUD LUDLOW
Canoe Base Director,
1922.
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READY FOR THE NEW ARRIVALS

It is Sunday July 12th about 1:00 P.M. The noon meal is over with and the dishes have been cleaned up, the building swept out and the grounds outside picked up and put in order.

Scouts are expected to arrive anywhere from 2:00 o'clock on and everything is set for them. In fact, everything is set for the trip which will start tomorrow morning.

At camp there is the director, Mac Mc Donald, five guides, Ole, Jack, "Doc" Williams, and Avery. Five "swampers" who are really assistant guides or apprentice guides, Zovy, Sy, Sam, Lefty, and George. All of them already hardened up and tanned from trips of the weeks gone by.

All of the guides have had their assignments as to who and how many they were going out with for the coming week and all of them have responsibilities which make things run smooth upon the arrival of the Scouts. Williams is on hand to meet every new arrival, show them parking space, where there luggage is to go, where they will sleep for the night, and has them report to the office. Ole, Doc and the others all have their respective parts to play also but before anyone comes let's take a look at the equipment set for the trip.

The canoes have all been checked over, permanent patches put on where necessary and dobbed up with a bit of paint where necessary. The yolk's are all tightened down and all shipshape. Up in the store room the group packs are all packed and all lined up in rows by parties, each guide having his own stall for the purpose.

Ale is the old timer of the bunch and since we are going to follow him on his canoe trip, let's go upstairs to his bunk and have a look at his personal clothing and his personal pack for the trip.

PERSONAL CLOTHING AND PERSONAL PACK

The clothes which Ole intends to wear tomorrow are laid out on his bunk. Here is a wool shirt. He likes to wear wool shirts on canoe trips and never takes a cotton one. When the weather is warm he takes his shirt off. When the sun is really beating down and it's real hot he slips it on but just lets it hang loose without buttoning it or tucking it in his pants. This protects him from the sun better than anything else and still does not feel hot on him and never gets wet with perspiration. On cool days and evenings the wool shirt feels good and saves carrying a jacket. If he still isn't warm enough he has an extra wool shirt with him which he can put on also. In rainy weather his shirt gets wet just the same as anyone else's but being wool he doesn't feel wet. He doesn't feel the chilly air around him as one does with a wet cotton shirt on.
AT NIGHT AFTER A RAINY DAY A WET WOOL SHIRT ISN'T HALF BAD, HE HARDLY KNOWS IT WAS WET WHILE A WET COTTON SHIRT AFTER A DAY'S RAIN, WELL, OLE WOULDN'T HAVE ONE.

HERE IS A PAIR OF PANTS — GOOD TOUGH ONES AND A HEAVY BELT ON WHICH IS HIS SHEATH KNIFE. HE KEEPS HIS KNIFE LIKE A RAZOR. IT IS A LIGHT ONE, FAIRLY THIN, AND A FLEXIBLE BLADE — NOT ONE OF THOSE THAT ARE GOOD FOR NOTHING EXCEPT TO SPLINTER WOOD.

HIS SHOES ARE LOW ONES OF THE MOCCASIN TYPE BUT HAVE A TOUGH SOLE AND HEEL AND ARE WELL OILED AS HE IS IN WATER SO MUCH WITH THEM THAT THEY WOULD GO TO PIECES IN NO TIME IF HE DIDN'T KEEP THEM OILED.

HIS SOCKS ARE SHORT WOOL ATHLETIC SOCKS. A WOOL SOCK IN A WELL OILED SHOE NEVER FEELS COLD AND CLAMMY AS THEY DON'T SOAK UP WITH WATER AND UNLESS ONE GETS AROUND TO PUTTING SOME RUBBING UNDER THE PACK TO KEEP IT UP OFF THE BOTTOM THE WATER SOAKS IN — INTO WHAT? — NOTHING BUT A PIECE OF CANVAS IN OLE'S CASE.

NEXT IS A SLEEPING BAG ROLLED UP TO THE SIZE OF A FOOTBALL AND WEIGHS BUT FIVE POUNDS AND HAPPENS TO BE AN OFFICIAL SCOUT SLEEPING BAG NO. 1332. IT'S A HONEY! HE LIKES THE CHEAPER MODEL NO. 4412, ALSO BUT OH, HOW OLE HATES THOSE BIG BULKY ONES THAT ONE CAN'T GET INTO A PACKBACK! YOU CAN GET MOST ANY OF THEM IN A PACK BUT TRY AND GET ANYTHING ELSE IN? THESE ARE_OKAY IN THEIR PLACE BUT THAT PLACE IS NOT ON A CANOE TRIP.

OLE ALWAYS USED BLANKETS BEFORE THIS YEAR, TWO SINGLE HUDSON BAY BLANKETS. THEY WORKED well BUT GOING ON TRIPS EVERY WEEK ALL SUMMER OLE THOUGHT HE WOULD LIKE SOMETHING A LITTLE LIGHTER.

ALONG SIDE THE SLEEPING BAG IS A SWEAT SUIT FOR PAJAMAS. THESE ARE PERFECT FOR SLEEPING OUT. IN THE CASE OF USING BLANKETS THEY ALMOST TAKE THE PLACE OF A BLANKET FOR WARMTH. MOSQUITOES CAN'T BITE THROUGH THIS MATERIAL THEY WEAR FOR YEARS, AND MANY A TIME THE UPPER PART, THE SWEAT SHIRT, COMES IN HANDY TO WEAR DURING THE DAY. YOU'LL FIND THEY ARE WORTH THE MONEY MANY TIMES OVER.

HERE IS A CHANGE OF UNDERWEAR, AN EXTRA PAIR OF SHORT WOOL SOCKS, A CLOTH SACK CONTAINING A TOWEL, TOOTHBRUSH, SOAP IN A SOAP BOX, AND A RAZOR. HE SHAVES WITH HAND SOAP ON THE TRIPS. IT WORKS FINE WHEN NOTHING ELSE IS TO BE HAD.

THEN COMES THE "DITTY BAG." NOT NECESSARY FOR SCOUTS ON CANOE TRIPS BUT VERY NECESSARY TO OLE.

THEN ON THE VERY TOP OF THE PACK IS A WATERPROOF PONCHO WHICH HE Seldom USES AS A RAINCOAT BUT HAS IT HANDY TO SPREAD OUT OVER THE PACKS IN HIS CANOE IN CASE OF RAIN. IT'S SOMETIMES USED AS A SAIL IF THE WIND IS RIGHT AND AS HE SLEEPS NEXT TO THE TENT FLAP AT NIGHT, IT COMES IN HANDY TO KEEP THE DRIVING RAIN OFF HIS SLEEPING BAG AND IS THERE IN CASE HE HAS TO GET OUTSIDE IN THE NIGHT RAIN TO TEND TO SOMETHING BUT THAT Seldom HAPPENS BECAUSE OLE USUALLY HAS THINGS PREPARED FOR RAIN BEFORE HE TURNS IN FOR THE NIGHT. THIS COMPLETES HIS PERSONAL PACK AND IT'S NOT FULL EITHER AND ONLY WEIGHS ABOUT 20 POUNDS.
THE "DITTY BAG"

It used to be a cloth bag but now Ole has a small zipper bag. It's a junky looking outfit but surely comes in handy. Here is a pair of side cutters used for taking fishhooks out of the unlucky hands and faces of careless fishermen. It also comes in handy to tighten canoe yokes, etc. around the camp.

Two maps, both maps of the same country, but many is the time when both of them come in handy when he was going through unknown country. One map is about the best one can get in the United States of the canoe country and the other is a good Canadian map. The maps show lakes and portages about the same to the average person, but there's a difference. In a tight spot the use of both maps brings out landmarks, differences in portages, trails and other details that save much time in locating the correct spot.

Here is a good compass which isn't used often, but has come in handy plenty of times. It is in a wood case and the whole thing would float if need be.

Ole used to carry a waterproof match box for emergency but dropped it in the lake and it sunk. Now we find a bunch of matches which have been dipped in wax are best. These will float. They are seldom used because of the good supply of matches carried in the kettle pack in a tin can.

Here is a stub of a pencil and some paper, a bit of string, a few nails, a volk bolt and washer which is often used in replacing yolk bolts that break. A small chunk of wire, a small carborundum stone, a chunk of raw-hide shoe lace, a tiny first aid kit. This is seldom used as there is a large one in the kettle pack but it is handy in cases when Ole has to leave his party with his swamp and take some camper who has been hurt back to the canoe base.

Here is a container of tincture of iodine solution for personal use for sunburn, etc. A tube of canoe glue snapped in a piece of canvas for patching canoes; his camera with some extra film, and some polarized glasses. Polarized glasses give added protection to the canoeist as they take out part of the glare of the sun on the surface of the water, therefore making it easier to see rocks, etc., just under the surface of the water.

Here is his pocket sized fishing tackle box which contains his fishing license and fishing tackle. More of which will be said later.

A bottle of mosquito repellent. He's found that if it is used correctly "Stay-Way", a commercial brand name, is by far the best kind available.

Then there is a small bottle of saccharin tablets, a tiny box of compressed tea tablets, an emergency ration bar. These are used only in case of an unexpected trip back to the base camp.

He also carries a collapsable drinking cup in his shirt pocket. Where it is handy.
SCOUTS ARRIVE

A truck pulled into the base camp. Williams was on hand to greet them and show them about. In the office, Mac greeted some of his old friends and then was busy getting them registered.

Doc was collecting the health histories and examined each paper and made notes of several things to check later. He later sorts them out into groups for the trips and checks with the guides of things to watch for, etc. "Doc" being a student of medicine was careful not to overlook anything.

Avery and Sy were busy issuing packbacks, ponchos, ground clothes, etc., and as new parties pulled into camp, the first arrivals were all set for a little action.

Lefty took one gang for a short hike in the woods. Olie had a group down at the lake giving them some canoeing instruction. Sam was in the kitchen getting things together for the supper that evening and a little later there was a gang down in for a swim with Zovy and Williams on hand as life guards.

Everyone had a busy afternoon and were glad to hear the "Come and Get It" which rang out from the kitchen.

Immediately after supper Mac spoke of the plans for each group to meet with their respective guides to plan their route by getting their heads together, going over the map and discussing the wishes of each as to paddling distances, fishing, etc. He also told them that Camp Fire would be at 8:00 o'clock and that each gang would be called upon to introduce themselves and tell of the trip they had planned to take.

V

CAMP FIRE

By eight o'clock the dining tables had been moved and the gang was gathering on the benches in front of the big fireplace. Someone started a song and everyone joined in lustily.

Mac gave an official greeting to the gang, mentioned all present who had come for a second or third year for a canoe trip, told the gang some of the history of the Boy Scout canoe trips, and made it plain what was expected of each one while on their trip and of their cooperation with their guide. Mac went through the fish license problem (which will be discussed later) and gave the dangers of using cigarettes in the woods and that all who wanted to smoke could purchase a dime pipe at the office. If there was anyone who had valuables they wished to check at the office, they should do it after breakfast in the morning.

Each group of Scouts introduced themselves along with a little other information as to rank, home town, etc. in various ingenious ways. Each group told of the trip they had planned and where they were intending to go.
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"The landing spot on this end of the portage is a bit rocky and almost too deep to wade," said Ole. "So all got in single file behind Lefty and beach the canoes one at a time. Watch Lefty to see how he does it and be careful of the rocks."

They all had their first real portage lesson here and it was a bit slow and difficult at first for most of them. They went over the portage one at a time, helping each other where necessary.

They were shown how to get their canoe on their shoulders with the help of someone else and also for those that were able, the ability to do it alone. How to stow their paddles to make the canoe balance, how to pick up the second pack after they already had one on their backs, and how to get everything down on the other end of the portage keeping everything separate so there would be no confusion in sorting out equipment for loading their canoes again.

Some who thought they knew what Poison Ivy was, found out what the real thing was and also got a good look at the Thorn Apples which grow on Prairie Portage.

Now that all were on Basswood Lake, Ole took the lead toward Bayley Bay Ranger Station and coming out onto the bay proper they were headed directly into the wind. Paddling was a bit harder and the waves a bit higher. Ole took this chance to remind them to feather their blades into the wind and find out how much easier it was.

Ole's bowman was beginning to get a little tired so Ole pulled up in the lee of an island and the tired one took his place in the middle of the canoe and a fresh man was bowman.

By this time many questions were coming at Ole from every direction — the same old questions Ole has been asked thousands of times about how is fishing now, where does the border run from here, how deep is the water here, and if this lake freezes in the winter time and many questions a lot more foolish than these but Ole always did his best to answer all of them for he realized that these questions weren't so foolish to those that ask them and that he too might ask some just as foolish should he get down in Illinois where they had come from. Besides Ole was kind of proud of the fact that he could answer all these "strange" things that they were asking about. It bolstered his ego.

They pulled up on the nice sand beach at the Ranger Station and learned another lesson about keeping their packs, canoes, etc., from touching the sand thus saving sandy canoe bottoms, sandy packs and blankets, sandy grub, etc., for the next few days.

They found the Ranger reported, picked up the necessary Travel Permits and Angling Licenses and started across the portage to Burke Lake. This time Ole showed them something of the art of Relaying on a portage, preparing them for the portage which was coming up tomorrow before they got to Agnes Lake.

On a "Relay Portage" each Scout takes what he can carry and walks with it until he gets tired, gets it down in the middle of the portage trail, turns around walks back a way until he is rested and picks up anything he finds on the trail and carries that until he gets tired, gets it down, walks back to some other pack or canoe which has been left by someone on the trail and carries it until he reaches the far end of the trail.
One by one the guides and swampers were called upon, officially introduced, and each gave the gang a little pep talk of matters which they had been wanting to know.

Jack told of the "Voyageurs" of old, of some of their experiences and showed the bunch the book "The Voyageurs' Highway" by Nute and mentioned it was on sale in the office.

Doc told of first aid equipment used on the trips and warned of sunburn, rolling rocks, going barefooted, swim periods on the trails and of water to drink.

Williams told of the dangers of forest fires, what damage they had done and how easily the woods could burn.

Avery told of how one axe per party was all that was needed and that that axe was under the care of the guide. He also asked if everyone had sufficient dishes for the trip.

"Zorny" who got his name from mixing such delicious "Zorny" nectar, explained methods of portaging, courtesies to others met on trips.

Sim covered the care of the canoes and other equipment.

Sim described the mosquito situation and gave pointers on how to avoid them and mentioned the "Stay-Way" on sale at the office.

Lefty demonstrated the packback and just how it should be packed and how to handle the full pack. He also told what to take on the trips and what to leave home.

Mac McDonald gave each a copy of the "Paddle Award" requirements and assured them that the guides would be glad to give them any help needed in fulfilling the requirements.

A few more songs rang out and all turned in for the night except a few of the guides who had a little juggling around to do with their packs of grub on account of slight changes that had been made in the numbers they were to take out on the week's trip.

VI

Monday Morning

"Daylight in the Swamp" yelled Doc at 6:00 A.M. and passed the word around for everyone to get their packs all packed up before breakfast.

The guides had determined who was to depart from camp first, second, etc., and instructed their respective parties to get all their packs at a designated spot so as not to get them mixed up with those of the other groups. Ole told his gang to get their mess at the shore near the mountain ash tree—a lesson already in the identification of trees—
The guides made out their itinerary sheets and decided on what canoes to be assigned after breakfast, etc.

Scouts checked their billfold, expensive watches, car keys, etc., and breakfast was ready.

As soon as breakfast was finished the first groups began to get under way while those remaining helped with the dishes and cleaned up the camp in general. Finally everyone had pulled out except Ole's bunch and Ole rounded them up calling Lefty, who was to be Ole's swapper for Ole this week, to get out the necessary paddles for the bunch. Those who had had some experience canoeing picked out paddles to suit themselves and others were given paddles which camp up to the Scout's eyes. A set of knee pads were given to each.

The party was made up of eleven scouts from Illinois. Ole spotted their leader and told him he was to continue to be the leader on the trip, known as PL from now on, called him aside and explained that canoes 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 20 would be the ones used and that number 20 was to be Ole's being an eighteen footer and would carry three on the trip. Ole spotted two of the weaker fellows and tactfully assigned them to his own canoe to be his paddling partners. The others were to pair up as buddy's according to size and ability and experience thus trying to get the most experienced to be in the stern to start with.

The canoes were launched one at a time and each loaded his own canoe grabbing the packs by their "ear" and placing them upright close to the owner. The grub packs, the "wet pack", "dry pack", kettle pack, tent pack, and bread pack, were rationed out according to the packs which could still safely stand a little more weight. The dry pack being saved for Lefty's canoe for special care and the bread pack being saved for Ole's own canoe.

Three extra paddles were placed in canoes to be used on the trip in case of breakage.

Lading right into the water as they loaded their canoes to keep the canoes from touching ground, Ole asked those that had shoved off to stand close by for further orders and for everyone to memorize the number of his own pack, his own paddle, the number of his canoe, and all of the contents - the numbers of grub packs, extra paddles, knee pads, the fish rods which had been lashed under the inwale and everything that might be loose as they would be responsible for the things in their own canoe on portages, in camp, etc., from now on.

Ole searched the shore for anything which might have been left behind and launched his number 20, his partners loading their packs and taking their places and Ole loading the bread pack and his own light personal things, and set shook the dripping water off his feet as he stepped in the canoe, looked at his watch, took off his shirt, got into kneeling position and shoved off.

VII

OFF ON THE TRIP

There was a breeze from the N as the gang pulled out. Some of the canoes were having a hard time steering. Lefty and Ole helped out where help was needed.
Thus everything moves across the portage trail without much delay. One gets his rest walking back without a load on his back. If everything is left on the trail and not to one side of the trail, nothing is missed and left behind. The last man over the portage always keeps track if there is anything left behind him or not and therefore nobody goes back over the trail, unnecessarily looking for another pack or so. This is a fast and efficient method for an extra long portage. If these portages are taken in the usual method one walks as far as he can and usually sits done to rest before going on. After about five rents he arrives at the end of the portage and still he usually has to walk back the full length of the portage for something else that someone else could not carry. Thus a lot of time is wasted.

It was drawing near 4:00 O'clock and Ole decided they would camp on Burke Lake.

"We'll camp over on that little point," said Ole pointing, "and see what you can catch on the way over — get close to bottom and stay within about fifty feet of shore and you'll have the best luck," and looking over at Lefty he said "Let's go over to the old beaver house and pick up some wood." Lefty's and Ole's canoes headed out for the beaver house and the rest started to fish.

The two Scouts in Ole's canoe wanted to know why a beaver house would be the place to get wood, so Ole explained to them that a beaver always feeds on poplar, cutting the bark off of it, cutting it in short lengths and piling it on top of their dwelling. The sun dries it out in fine shape there and it makes excellent wood to cook with — very little work to getting it too.

They filled their two canoes up with beaver wood and headed for camp. They noticed that a couple of the canoes had pulled in some fish already and paddled by to see what had been caught. One canoe had some nice walleyed Pike and a couple of nice big northerns and the other canoe, not having seen the first canoe's catch, proudly showed Ole a couple of small northerns about a foot long. Ole would have thrown back such bait as that out never makes fun of a boys' catch because he realizes that it may be their first and they think they're whoppers — so why spoil their delight?

There was enough fish for a meal being it wasn't going to be a fish dinner so Ole called in the gang saying they would get plenty of cranup to fish, they could after supper if they wanted to, but there was work to do as this was their first night out and things would go a bit slower in getting up camp and getting the meal ready. They had already saved some time however in getting the beaver wood so easily.

As soon as everyone had beached their canoes there were please to go swimming. "Okay" assured Ole, "but first the tents go up and the beds are made." Ole had had plenty of experience with letting the tents go until ready for bed — to many mosquitoes at that hour and there’s no use in having these kids find out the hard way.

Ole called the Po Lo aside and told him that he would like the tents up and beds made and all tents closed up tight from that time on until they were ready to crawl in for the night because of the mosquitoes. He also explained to the Po Lo that this was a canoe trip and that he did not wish to bring thoughts of "K P Outfit," but that he would like a little help each meal and left it up to the Po Lo to decide upon who and how to get the job done.
Lefty and Ole had to do a little coaching with the tents the first night as all of them weren't used to putting up this type of tent which had proven the best type for the purpose. Some started to make tent stakes and soon found out that they could not drive them into the ground as there were too many rocks. In fact, nothing but rock, so Ole showed them how to lay sticks in the stake loops and then set rocks on the sticks to hold the tent in place being careful to get rocks without sharp edges so as not to cut the tent. All the sod cloths were weighted down smooth on the ground so mosquitoes couldn't crawl under and in the meantime Lefty gathered up the beaver lodge he had it all near the fireplace and was busy splitting it up in pieces about a foot long. If it's left any longer there is always some ends sticking out somewhere and not being right in the heat of the fire they always smoke and make it miserable cooking besides putting more black on the pots to be cleaned off.

He repaired the fireplace a bit by adding some more rocks, fixed the cross sticks for the kettle crane, made a pot hook and picked out the largest of the kettles. Rubbed soap all over the outside of it, filled it with water and put it on to get hot. Right away questions shot out as to why he put soap on the kettles and Lefty explained how it kept the black from sticking to the pots so hard and it was easier to clean.

More pot hooks were needed so Lefty showed three of the fellows how they were made and that Tag Alder was the best place to find this kind of a stick and that Tag Alder was found mostly along the lake shore as it grew in moist soil.

Ole took the small shovel and axe from the kettle pack and went off in the woods, picked out two trees fairly close together and cut a pole which would reach between the trees. He lashed the pole to the trees with a rope (sometimes the nails in the ditty bag come in handy here). He dug a hole in the ground and the latrine was ready. He went back to camp and made sure everyone knew where it was and to be sure and use it and only it.

Ole asked if there was anyone interested in cooking and if so they would be only too welcome to take part. Someone wanted to cook the fish, so the meal was prepared while the rest went swimming.

When Lefty yelled, "Get your eat'n iron's!" everyone dashed for their packs, got their dishes and were there in no time.

The gang looked like a bunch of vultures as they ate and Lefty and Ole made sure that everyone was served before the served themselves and made sure that everyone had his fill before they ate all that they wanted.

When supper was over everyone washed their own dishes and two of the gang came forward to do up the pot and pans as the Ole had chosen. Ole took one of the black pots himself to clean and explained how much harder the black comes off if the pots are left for more than one meal or if pine wood had been used for the cooking fire and the boys were delighted in the way that soap had helped keep the black from sticking on the pots.
The Mosquitoes were beginning to come around and various boys were comparing their favorite brands of mosquito dopes. A few were casting off shore with their rods and Ole was helping some of them with their badly backblashed reels and showing them how they might improve their casting so they wouldn't have that trouble.

Lefty finished putting the dinges away, put some prunes to soak for breakfast, and lined up the grub packs on a humped rock and covered them up with the kitchen tarp.

Ole never told the gang when they should go to bed, this was a canoe trip and not a Scout camp. He was about ready to crawl in himself however and saw that everything was set in case of wind and rain. Saw that the canoes were well up from the shore and not close to any dead trees that might fall. Called several fellows attention to pieces of clothing laying here and there from the swims, and checked Lefty to see if he had put any dry kindling under the kitchen tarp to start fires with the next morning.

By this time everyone was beginning to talk about turning in also because of the tough day they had been through and partly to get away from the mosquitoes which were beginning to get pretty bad.

When all were in their tents and the mosquito bar closed tight Ole went around to each tent, stuck the end of his spray gun inside and gave them a healthy shot of mosquito dope and went to his own tent. He brushed away mosquitoes on the tent flap and quickly slipped inside so that none would follow him. Gave the tent a couple of squirts and laved the spray gun away for the night where it would not get tipped over. He tied the mosquito bar shut and pinned together any opening left which he could find with seventy pins which he always kept pinned into that mosquito netting for the purpose.

Ole always slept next to the door of the tent. He took off his shir and pants and rolled them up for a pillow, put his shoes down at the foot inside down, put his socks inside his sleeping bag, his shorts under his pillow, put his sweat shirt and pants on and crawled in his sleeping bag and spread his poncho over all.

Some of the gang started up a few songs but they kind of petered out 'cause the gang were sort of sleepy and it wasn't long before you could hear only the breezes passing through the pines high above and it's whispering song went into the night.

\[ \text{VII} \]

\[ \text{Tuesday} \]

It was 8 o'clock in the morning before the gang stirred — no use in getting everyone up early if they feel like sleeping because they just have to wait around camp for the tents to dry off from the morning dew.

It was a bit cool and Ole left his sweat shirt on underneath his shirt. His socks being dry and drying in his sleeping bag overnight. He could note a trace of dampness in his shoes but they were not wet.
"Day Light in the Swamp" he yelled as he walked down to the lake to wash.

He put a fire under a well soaped kettle of water to heat for catheal and instructed everyone to get all their packs picked up before breakfast to be ready to go.

By the time breakfast was over and the pots were being scrubbed the tents were dry. It took a little coaching this first morning on how to fold the tents up small enough to go into the tent pack.

The poles which had been used in some cases to set up tents were piled up in a pile, the rocks used as "Stakes" were piled up in a pile beside each tent spot, the fire was put out with several buckets of water, the ashes scrapped out, and then Ole took a dry piece of wood about an inch in diameter, split it, and whittled each split side smooth. He took out his pencil and wrote on one piece "This fire was put out with water." and placed the sticks in the form of an "X" in the clean fireplace where the fire had been. This created a lot of comment among the boys and Ole explained that it helped "advertise" the necessity in the woods for putting out fires with water. The next camper who ventured there would see it and it would make him stop and think a little.

The remaining beaver wood was piled up neatly beside the fireplace and covered with a chunk of birchbark which Lefty had found in the woods close by. This would keep it dry and help out some camper on a rainy day. "Farther north off the well beaten trails," reported Ole, "one always is finding wood fixed in this manner ready for use and the surrounding camp spots are clean - slick as a whistle." He went on, "The farther out one goes into the wilderness the better campers one finds trace of. Usually the campsites close to civilization are the dirtiest. I don't know why unless it's because the dirty campers never venture out into the wilds."

The boys were interested and began cleaning up the campfire, even small bits of gum wrappers and anything that was not natural to the woods. The place was spotless.

They loaded their canoes and today Ole told them that they had better shift around a little in their canoes so that everyone might have a chance at paddling in the stern.

"You lead the way to our next portage, Johnny," said Ole to one of the boys and handed him a map and compass and showed him the route to be taken on the map. "We'll follow you even if you go to the wrong way."

As they were shoving off, Ole took a glance around camp to see that they hadn't forgotten anything and he heard a splash. Two fellows were in the water and were swimming to shore. Ole saw his chance to teach them something however, and made the two swim out to their canoe and climb in.

He had everyone take notice that the canoe hadn't tipped over but the boys had fallen out of it which is the case in 70% of the "tip overs." The boys had been careless and the bowman had shoved off before the sternman had gotten settled down so they both lost their balance. Moreover, they left their canoe and swam for shore and Ole told of the dangers of leaving their canoe - the best lifesaver they have whether tipped over or not. With a little coaching the boys were surprised to learn how easily they had climbed into the canoe from the water.
JOHNNY LEAD THE WAY AND THE REST FOLLOWED. THE HIT IT RIGHT AND THEY PORTAGED INTO SUNDAY LAKE AND ANOTHER KID HAD HIS CHANCE AT CROSSING SUNDAY LAKE AND FINDING THE NEXT PORTAGE BY MAP.

THIS FELLOW DIDN'T DO SO BAD EITHER AND THEY ARRIVED AT THE PORTAGE. THE FIRST ARRIVALS HAD NOTICED HOW DIRTY THINGS WERE AROUND AND WERE BUSY PICKING UP PAPERS, ETC., AND WERE CLEANING THE PLACE BY THE TIME OLE GOT THERE.

"THIS IS A GOOD "RELAY PORTAGE" he said, AND PASSED OUT SIX LEMON DROPS TO EACH SCOUT AND EXCLAIMED, "HIS WILL GIVE YOU A LIFT."

"HE SOUNDS LIKE WE MIGHT REALLY NEED IT ON THIS PORTAGE," SAID ONE OF THE FELLOWS.

OLE DELIBERATELY PICKED UP SOME WINTERGREEN LEAVES AND BEGAN CHEWING THEM AND OUT OF CURIOUSITY MOST EVERYONE FOLLOWED AND WERE DELIGHTFULLY SURPRISED. "MAYBE WE CAN FIND A YELLOW BIRCH BEFORE THE TRIP IS OVER. THAT HAS AN EVEN STRONGER TASTE OF WINTERGREEN."

OLE PUT HIS PACK AND CANOE ON HIS BACK AFTER HAVING STUFFED HIS KNEE PADS IN THE STERN AND WEDGING THE PADDLES BETWEEN THE YOLK AND THE THWARTS AND STARTED ACROSS THE PORTAGE WITH THE REST FOLLOWING. "THERE ARE A FEW CANOE RESTS ON THIS PORTAGE AND IF YOU WAIT UNTIL YOU COME TO ONE OF THEM BEFORE SETTING YOUR CANOE DOWN IT WILL BE MUCH EASIER TO PICK UP AGAIN."

WHEN OLE WAS ABOUT HALF THE WAY ACROSS THE PORTAGE HE SAW TWO FELLOWS CARRYING ONE CANOE. THEY EACH HAD A PILLOW ON THEIR SHOULDERS FOR PADDLING AND EACH HAD ONE END OF THE CANOE RESTING RIGHT SIDE UP ON THE PILLOWS. THEY WERE JUST ABOUT WORN OUT AND SET THEIR CANOE DOWN FOR A REST. OLE SET HIS CANOE ON A CANOE REST NEAR BY AND ASKED THE FELLOWS IF THEY MINDED IF HE CARRIED THEIR CANOE FOR THEM. "MIND," THEY ASKED, AND BEFORE THEY COULD SAY MORE OLE HAD HIS CANOE ON HIS SHOULDERS AND WAS CARRYING IT AWAY. THERE WASN'T ANY YOLK ON IT BUT OLE WAS UNDER THE CENTER THWART WITH IT LAYING ACROSS HIS SHOULDERS.

OLE KEPT MEETING MEMBERS OF HIS OWN GANG COMING ACROSS THE PORTAGE WHO WERE AT FIRST A BIT PUZZLED AT SEEING HIM CARRYING A STRANGE CANOE BUT SOON CAUGHT ON. OLE CAME TO THE END OF THE PORTAGE, SET THE CANOE DOWN, GRABBED SOME PACKS WHICH HAD BEEN LEFT THERE BY THE SCOUTS AND STARTED BACK ACROSS THE PORTAGE.

THE PORTAGE TURNED OUT TO BE SORT OF A TWO WAY RELAY. THE SCOUTS WERE CARRYING THEIR OWN THINGS ON DIRECTION, SETTING THEM DOWN AND CARRYING GOODS BELONGING TO THE STRANGERS ON THEIR RETURN TRIP BACK AGAIN. WHAT A MESS OF JUNK THE BOYS NOTICED AS THEY CARRIED THEM BACK ACROSS THE PORTAGE. INSTEAD OF GRUB PACKS THERE WERE CARDBOARD BOXES OF GROCERIES READY TO FALL APART, TACKLE BOXES, FISH HOOKS, LIFE VESTS, SUIT CASES, AND WHAT NOT.

FINALLY EACH GANNE HAD THEIR OWN THINGS ALL CARRIED ACROSS AND THE STRANGERS JUST COULDN'T GET OVER THE FACT THAT THE SCOUTS HAD HELPED THEM SO MUCH. THEY WERE OVERJOYED AND TOLD OF HOW IT HAD TAKEN THEM OVER A HALF DAY TO COMPLETE THIS PORTAGE ON THEIR WAY ACROSS A FEW DAYS BEFORE. THEY EVEN OFFERED TO PAY THE SCOUTS, BUT EVERYONE REFUSED, OF COURSE.
It took a lot of time but nobody had minded, in fact, they felt good over being able to do such a good turn.

It was 12 o'clock noon and as Ole always tries to have his meals on time, the gang ate lunch before going on.

About a half mile paddle on Ashes brought them to Louisa Falls and a good campsite.

"How many would like to stand in a bath tub and have a nice shower bath?" asked Ole grinning. There was a hoot and a holler from the gang and "Don't try to kid us," they said.

"Pull your canoes up and follow me then," said Ole and everyone followed suit. Ole lead them up to the famous Louisa Falls bath tub where Ole had been many times before. Louisa Falls is a sixty foot falls and about a fourth of the way from the top there is a break in the falls and in this break is the bath tub big enough for about ten fellows to get in at once and stand up to their necks in water with a shower of water coming down on their heads so hard that it shook their bodies all over. This lasted about an hour and the boys had the time of their lives. They got dressed and all went back to camp.

"It is early yet but what do you say we all get our tents up and beds made before we do anything else?" said Ole as he went about unpacking the tents. It only took the unpacking to start the work and in no time things were all set up. There was wood to get as they hadn't gotten any beaver wood and Ole told them of a new kind - "sugar wood" he said grinning. "And what kind of wood could this be?" they asked and Ole told them and showed them it was dead poplar about two inches in diameter still standing where it had died and nice and dry and sound. It didn't take long to bring in plenty of this and by this time one of the fellows had spotted the tobacco can nailed on a tree which Ole had been many times and which always contained some note from campers who had been there before. The note read, "Be a good camper and leave this site the way you found it," and was signed "Tink." Who was Tink? They wanted to know and Ole told them he was a guide who always took boys from Minneapolis on trips up in that country.

There were campers at another campsite down the river a way and Ole told them not to go near the camp unless they were invited, as some of the boys were going fishing, just canoeing, or exploring.

Lefty had a bunch down giving them some advanced canoe instruction and Ole started to get things in shape for supper.

A latrine was provided, supper cooked, and Ole called the gang in. They ate a hardy supper, cleaned dishes, and were just monkeying around when Ole heard splashes in the water only to find the fellows pegging rocks into the lake. He told them he wished they wouldn't as good campers don't do that and told them of how so many rocks for "tent stakes" and fireplace rocks are needed, and someone might get hurt as it had happened in the past.

Night came and the gang went to bed as usual but this time there were lusty songs in the air for over an hour, funny cracks, gags, etc., but one came out a trifle on the shady side and Ole slapped the lid on this in a hurry. Nobody tried it again on the entire trip.
Olé awoke and heard a fire crackling merrily outside. He looked out of the tent and saw lefty there poking a work wood under two steaming kettles of water. Within an hour everyone had breakfast and Olé suggested a hike in the woods.

They hiked for about two hours, running across many deer tracks, some moose tracks, arrowhead plans, Labrador tea, princess pine, idian pipe, and many others besides running a "porky-pine" up a tree. They also picked enough blueberries to fill one of the large buckets so Olé promised he would make them a blueberry pie and an extra piece to the one who could identify the biggest number of plants and trees. There was a scramble for specimens and Olé went back to camp to prepare dinner. They had fried bacon, potatoes and gravy, boiled carrots, and three big blueberries which Olé had baked in the reflector oven.

They broke camp and prepared to move on up the lake.

Olé took the bag of lima beans out of the grub pack, dunked it in the lake and set it in the bow of his canoe. It was to be dunked every so often so that they would be soaked up before that evening and as there would be no portages ahead that day it was a simple matter to just keep them in the canoe.

As they shoved off to paddle north with one of the boys taking the lead as "guide," they spied four canoes coming down the lake toward them—some high voices among them—sure enough, it was a party of girls and as they drew closer one could see two boys in the bush, apparently their guides, a party of YWCA girls. Several comments came from the scouts as to those lucky guys and Ole could see there might be some wish cracks as they came closer to the party of girls and reminded the gang of what Zoby had said at camp fire back at the canoe base and that they were scouts. It was successful and the parties passed each other with nothing out-of-the-way said. After they were out of hearing distance of the girls the chatter started up naturally about that certain girl in the bow, etc., etc.

They were passing the hundred-foot vertical rock cliffs which Agnes is famed for and some of the gang wanted to stop and climb them and roll rocks down thinking how much fun it would be to see them go crashing into the water. Olé told them how this had been done down on Crooked Lake and how a rock came down right through the bottom of a canoe which happened to be gliding along below. He suggested they keep going in order to make their new camp spot before it got too late in the day.

As they came out on the open stretch in Agnes there was a bit of a head wind and they had to push their paddles for all they were worth until they reached a small island close to the west shore and about half way up the lake. This is where they were to camp. Relieved, they unloaded their canoes and set up camp. Someone found a peach of a casting rod which had been left there, and Olé said they would try and find the owner when they reached the ranger station on the way back and if the owner could not be found, the finder could keep it.

When camp was set Olé made it clear that being such a small island, there was a lightning over on main land which he had handled his canoe and had put a hole in the canvas.
Ole took the opportunity and had one of the fellows patch it up under his guidance.

They had supper and were picking blueberries which were large and abundant and Ole announced that if they picked a small kettle full that they could have blueberry pancakes in the morning. This was something new to host of them and they eagerly filled the bucket.

As it grew dark the mosquitoes weren't so bad here because the gentle breeze on the small island blew all of them away. So that evening they built a campfire and had a swell time doing tricks, telling stories and singing.

X

Thursday

Pancakes, blueberry pancakes, a foot in diameter were gobbled down that morning with butter and good brown sugar syrup on them. Though they ate like hogs, one of those pancakes was enough for all but Lefty, he could always down another small one.

Ole knew by making them that big he would save a lot of time frying pancakes which always takes long enough anyway compared to any other breakfast.

A couple of the boys were casting off the steep shore line of the island and were pulling in some fish, "Northerns." He heard them say as they were throwing their catches back in the lake, "Ole heard them and came over to tell them that if any of them were hurt badly by the hook, they had better keep them.

Another fish was caught and again they tossed it back in the lake. "Do you know what kind of fish that was?" asked Ole in amusement. The kids looked puzzled as they wondered if they had made a mistake in identifying the fish. "Lake Trout" said Ole laughing and this time the whole camp had gathered around to see the excitement.

Lake trout caught casting off shore — boy! That was something. Some of the others tried it but were unsuccessful and Ole explained that it was the fellows who had gotten backlashes who had gotten the trout because their lines had time to sink down the necessary fifty feet or so where the trout were.

Then they all wanted to try it and were putting on large sinkers so their bait would sink deep enough.

Ole was on the spot. He realized how much fun they were having and what a shame it would be to spoil their experience and still what were they to do with the fish they caught? They had to leave in a short time in order to get to Basswood tonight. He called the gang together as much as he could and told them of their predicament. "We have to get to Basswood tonight in order to get back to the Base Camp on time and they certainly couldn't just catch fish and waste them."

After discussing the whole thing over and at Ole's suggestion, they decided on a plan and were all satisfied.

They were to fish for a half hour longer, throwing back all fish which were not hurt and keeping the rest to be smoked right away to be taken with them.
They would really dig in and paddle in order to make up the lost time and make Basswood by dark.

The plan worked out okay. They stopped fishing in a half hour and helped Ole get the fish ready to be smoked. The insides were taken out, head cut off, and they were split down the middle into two pieces. Then Ole and Lefty strung them on green twine, and there they hung; the heavy smoke from green maple wood curling around them with just enough heat to cook them through and through and they could hardly wait for a taste.

They broke camp and got all set to go while Ole tended the fish, basting them every so often with bacon grease to keep them from drying out. When they were thoroughly done Ole gave them each a taste, and put the rest in a cloth back and put them in the grub pack.

Ole looked around. The camp was all cleaned up so they put the fire out with water, cleared the ashes out, loaded their canoes, and started out. Ole lead the way not wanting to lose any time.

The canoes were in good shape, their stroked were almost perfect by this time and they were well broken in. They went down through Silence Lake, Summer, Noon, and into Shade Lake so fast that it almost bore out Lefty and Ole. They were racing one another across Shade Lake when one of the fellows snapped a paddle. There were extra paddles but Ole told them to save the broken one and they would repair it that night.

They reached North Bay in Basswood by six o'clock which was pretty good time for their distance. They had eaten all the smoked fish at noon so Ole picked the quickest supper out of the grub pack—Macaroni and cheese. In no time it was ready and while they were eating one of the fellows asked Ole about that outboard motor and two five-gallon cans of gasoline which they had passed on a portage that day. "Aren't they afraid someone might steal them?" he asked. "People just don't do that sort of thing up here in God's country" Ole explained and went on to explain how there was just sort of an honor about such things in the wilderness and he told them of the overnight cabin along the woods which belonged to the Rangers which were always left full of food, blankets, etc., with unlocked doors. That people were welcome to stay there but had always treated it with respect.

They could have just discarded that broken paddle but Ole knew that actual practice in repairing it was far better than being told of methods so before turning in that night they repaired the paddle and had a lot of fun doing so.

They night Ole woke up. He thought something had awakened him, but didn't know what and then he heard some dishes rattle. Someone had gotten up and were robbing the grub pack thought Ole, it had happened before and he looked out of his tent. There was a bear sniffing around. It was nothing new to Ole but he knew that the others would get a kick out of it if they could see him, too. He knew if he made any noise the bear might run off in the woods and nobody would get a chance to see him, so he quietly got up the other three fellows in his tent so at least they could get a chance to see the bear.

A little excitement in camp don't hurt anything thought Ole and he suddenly whooped and hollered with all his might. Everyone was up and out of their tents like a shot. Ole tried to act a little afraid to get everyone in the same mood so that there would be something to talk about when they had gotten back home.
About half the camp had gotten no see the bear and the other half were pretty scared and didn't know whether they wanted to see one or not. Ole appointed fellow for night watch - one hour each until morning and went back to his tent and went to sleep. He was pretty sure that the night watch would be carried out and probably with more than one on duty.

FRIDAY

That morning there were some of the gang who looked as if they hadn't slept a wink all night but certainly no one felt bad about it and they went on with things as usual.

There was a stiff breeze this morning and it would be in their backs so Ole showed the bunch how they could rig up a sail for their canoes.

To everyone's delight the sails worked perfectly and they made good time as they glided down the lake but just to hit there didn't seem quite natural so they started to paddle and along with their sails they fairly flew down the lake.

Shortly after they had eaten lunch they reached the Ranger Station. Addressing the Ranger Ole asked him if anyone had reported losing a rod and reel and the Ranger assured him that a party had lost one on Bare Island on Agnes. "They're camping over on Washington Island right now," said the Ranger, "and I expect them back over here this evening."

"Here it is," said Ole handing it to the Ranger, "that's just where we found it."

They spent a few minutes at the trading post there, candy bars being the biggest attraction, and they got into their canoes again and headed for Wind Bay.

"We're back in the good old U.S.A. now," said Ole after they had paddled about ten minutes. It was a surprise to most of the gang, and they all broke out singing God Bless America.

Wind Bay was full of green rushes and looked like a meadow. "Wild Rice," exclaimed Ole and as everyone seemed interested he went on to explain how it looked when it had ripened and how the Indians harvested it - the rice dance they had when harvesting was over, etc.

They portaged over to Wind Lake and went on to an island where they set up camp. "Looks like a little rain tonight," said Ole as he casted his weather-eye about. "We'd better take extra precautions for it."

They were careful to pitch their tents on high ground where no water would run in on them during the night.

Ole came upon one fellow who had made himself a balsam-bough bed and others were starting to follow suit but Ole came to the rescue of this balsam tree and explained that in cases when a fellow was out by himself it might be permissible to make a bough bed but if all the hundreds of Scouts who went out on trips during the summer each made themselves a bough bed, that before long there wouldn't be a balsam tree within a mile of any campsite.
THE KING SAW THE POINT AND WERE SATISFIED TO GO WITHOUT. "YOU MIGHT DO A LITTLE TENT DITCHING WHERE POSSIBLE," OLE ADDED.

AS EVERYONE WAS READY FOR BED THAT NIGHT IT STARTED TO RAIN. OLE LIKED TO HEAR IT ON HIS TENT. HE ALWAYS COULD SLEEP SO GOOD WHEN IT RAINED.

XII

SATURDAY

IT WAS STILL MISTING HEAVILY WHEN OLE GOT UP AND HE STRUNG UP THE KITCHEN TARP AS A ROOF TO COOK AND EAT UNDER.

BEING THE LAST TIME THE POTS WOULD BE USED THIS TRIP, THEY WERE SCRUBBED EXTRA SHINY.

SOME OF THE FELLOWS WERE CHECKING OVER THEIR PADDLE REQUIREMENTS SO AS TO BE SURE THEY HAD EVERYTHING DONE SEEING THAT THIS WOULD BE THEIR LAST CHANCE AND ONE OF THE BOYS ASKED OLE ABOUT THE "GOOD TURN TO THE FOREST SERVICE," AND OLE ASSURED THEM THAT THIS WAS AN EXCELLENT SPOT TO COMPLETE THAT.

THIS CAMP GROUNDS WAS CLOSE TO CIVILIZATION AND USED BY MANY "FISHERMAN" WHO RATHER ENJOY IT WHEN THE FISH AREN'T BITING SO THEY CAN GO ON SHORE SOMEPLACE AND PARTY UP A BIT. THE PLACE AS A MESS. BEER CANS LAYING AROUND EVERYWHERE, BROKEN BOTTLES, RAGS, DEAD FISH, IN FACT THE PLACE RATHER CRUNK.

THE SKIES WERE STARTING TO CLEAR AND OLE SUGGESTED GETTING A CANOE UP ON THE GROUNDS AND FILLING IT WITH CANS. AT FIRST SOME OF THE KIDS KIND OF SAT BACK. THEY DIDN'T THINK SO MUCH OF THE IDEA BUT AS SOON AS THEY SAW THE PLACE BEGINNING TO LOOK BRRIGHTER AND CLEANER THEY BEGAN TO TAKE A LITTLE PRIDE IN THE WAY THEY HAD LEFT THEIR PREVIOUS CAMPS AND FINELY DECIDED THAT THIS CAMP SHOULD BE THE SAME. IT WOULD BE A SHAME TO SPOIL THEIR RECORD NOW.

THEY ACTUALLY THOUGHT IT WAS FUN NOW AND WERE PICKING UP EVERY BOTTLE CAP AND FINELY GOT DOWN TO WHERE THEY WERE PICKING UP BURNT MATCHES.

BEFORE LONG THE CAMP WAS AS SPOTLESS AS THE OTHERS THEY HAD LEFT. THEY HAD FILLED UP TWO CANOES FULL OF THE DEBRIS AND HAD BURIED ALL OF IT. THEY FELT PROUD OF THE SPOT.

THE CANOES WERE SCRUBBED OUT WITH THE BIG SCRUB BRUSH FROM THE KETTLE PACK AND THEY SHOVED OFF.

THEY ATE LUNCH ON THE PORTAGE INTO MOOSE LAKE AND HEADED FOR THE CANOE BASE, MUCH TO THEIR SURPRISE THAT THEY WERE SO CLOSE TO WHERE THEY HAD STARTED.

OVER NEAR THE BASE THEY SPOTTED ANOTHER GROUP OF SCOUTS JUST PULLING IN FROM THEIR TRIP. THEY WERE ABOUT TO YELL TO THEM BUT REMEMBERED THEY WERE GOOD CAMPERs DIDN'T DO SUCH THINGS AND THEY JUST WAVED AND WAVE THEIR PADDLES BUT COULDN'T RAISE AN ANSWER.

WHEN THEY ARRIVED AT THE BASE CAMP THERE WAS MAC TO GREET THEM AND WERE TELLING HIM OF THE MIDNIGHT VISITOR THEY HAD HAD AS THEY TOOK "THE LAST PORTAGE" UP TO THE
CANOE RACKS AND UP TO THE LODGE:

OLE was the last party to arrive in camp and most everyone had pulled out for home except those who had just pulled in ahead of them.

"Check in your equipment as soon as possible," said Ole, "Williams is in there and will take care of you and don't forget to have all of your equipment folded with the number out."

They checked in their equipment, Mac gave them their billfolds, watches, car keys, etc., and they hung up their bags.

Some had their "Paddle Award" blanks signed by their guide and Mac, there were lots of "Write me a letter" in the air, hand shaking, and Lefty and Ole were out to see the gang off. To some guides there might be seen a sign of relief, or "good ridance", but to Ole it was the parting of some true friendships which he had made and he had a funny feeling in his throat as the gang left.

He turned to busy himself with his grub packs which were almost empty. He shook out the wet and dry grub packs, put the food which had had food in them and as some of them were damp, he hung them up to dry.

He shook out the empty bread pack and turned to the kettle pack. It was all set for another trip except for a few things which had to be attended to. He filled the salt can, baking powder and soda cans, refilled the flit can, and match can and set the Kettle pack in its place as it was all set for another trip except for sharpening the axe.

As the other guides were busy filling up food bags for another trip he took the axe and gave it a whirl on the grindstone. Then went to the office. "How was the trip?" asked Mac, "Okay, but I'm all set for a tough one next week. What's the line-up?"

Mac showed Ole his prospects and assured him he hoped he'd get his wish. All of the guides knew from experience that this afternoon was the time to get all the work done and the place in shipshape for the next party. This would give them a free evening and a free Sunday morning to do whatever they wished.

The food bags were all filled for the next trip, jam cans cleaned out and refilled; all the wet tents and packs were hung out to dry; the packsacks were looked over and those that needed repairing were sorted out and rivings were put in where needed etc—this was Sy's job. Each guide attended to his particular job and the work was all done by supper time.

Doc looked over all the first aid kits and replaced anything needed. Sam and George washed up all the jam and peanut butter cans and filled them for another trip. Ole and Lefty gave all the canoegs a going over, put on matches, dobbad on paint and tightened yokes, etc.

Avery had prepared supper along with Mac and they swapped stories about their various trips over the supper table. 
After supper they listened to the news — had to catch up on the news once a week anyway and then they gathered in the things which were on the line drying, folded them up and put them away.

The week was over and they were wondering what sort of hangs they would have the coming week.

XII

The Other Trips

Jack, with Zoby as swamper, had taken a "fishing trip". His gang wanted to fish, so Jack picked out a lake not too far away, set up a base camp and camped there most of the week while the boys fished, not just in that lake but in others close by. They had a chance at the "Wall-eyed Pike", Lake Trout, and Bass, along with plenty of Northern Pike.

Some days they would strike out after breakfast with just their lunch and fishing tackle and spend the day in nearby lakes fishing and sometimes exploring.

He always saw that they had something to do however. Very seldom did anyone just stay at the base camp which they had set up and just lay around with nothing to occupy them. These fellows never come back the second year.

Doc and Sy had been on one of those trips where the gang wanted to cover country. They wanted to see how many lakes they could cover in a week. They wanted a workout and Doc gave it to them.

Williams and Sam had a party who were more interested in the woods. They wanted to hike in the woods, to study birds, animals, trees, and plants. Williams had picked a spot not too far off, set up a base camp for two days, moved to another campsite and set up a base camp there for the rest of the week and the boys had just what they wanted.

Avery and George took out a party whose desires were similar to Ole's gang except that they didn't want to go into Canadian waters. They stayed south of the boarder, and had a fine trip with plenty of fishing and paddling through plenty of real wilderness.

Each boy is given his choice of the kind of trip he wishes to take and if he comes for the second year, one of the two years he has undoubtedly chosen a trip which covers as many lakes as possible and this trip is the one where he usually has the most hardships to endure and therefore it lasts in his memory the longest as being a real experience.

Other weeks there had been two week trips in which the party had gone out and had plenty of variety as to seeing plenty of country and also making it a bit more easy and doing more fishing. This makes an ideal trip.

XIII

The Canoe Trip Guide

A lot of people ask, "How come all of your guides aren't fellows who were born and raised in the North Country? Don't they make the best guides?"
The answer is that our guides are picked from this part of the country so far as possible but here good guides are few and far between. Why? Because a large percentage of native guides do their work only because it's a job and a tough job for the money earned and many of them would never guide if there was any other job they could get. They've lived in the woods and lakes all their life and guiding to them isn't fun — far from it. There is no romance to it any more than there would be for a city fellow to guide a party of visitors around his own city for weeks on end during the summer months. He goes "stale" on his job. Picks the easiest routes and the gangs who want to "take it easy" whenever possible.

He doesn't see why these fellows want to learn the names of all these uninteresting trees, plans, birds and animals anyway, so he never mentions them unless someone begs for the information. He knows a lot about this country both summer and winter from years back but it isn't interesting to him, so why should it be interesting to anyone coming up here on a canoe trip.

Take a fellow who was born and raised on the plains. A few of them after a time grow "stale" to the woods too, but a large percentage of them love it. It's romance and it gets in their blood. They'd guide for nothing if they could just have the chance to enjoy the wilderness in all its splendor. Providing they have all the other requisites of a good guide — these are the kind of guides that go to make up (Le., Jack, Doc, Williams, and the rest.

What are these other requisites for a good guide?

First, and the most important is responsibility. We believe a person should be at least eighteen years old before he should be allowed to accept such responsibility. He also should have training or it's equivalent to that given in the Aquatics course at Fairmont, Minnesota, every year.

Being responsible for a group at a Scout Camp doesn't come under the responsibility a guide has on a canoe trip. He is miles of tough traveling from the nearest doctor. Just try hard and visualize that you are a guide who had his gang out fifty miles from nowhere and the bunch are in swimming. Yes, they are all swimmers but this isn't like the waterfront at Scout Camp. Just off shore it goes down to 20, 30, 40, 60, or 100 feet deep! What chance would you have in trying to make a rescue if someone had gone down? You couldn't even get a dead body to bring back with you, let alone a sick one. Several of our guides who are expert swimmers, up in a class by themselves, say that they shudder at the thought of anyone ever needing help in those bottomless lakes. These expert swimmers are the most cautious in watching their groups swim many times not allowing a swim where it is so deep even though the boys say they will stick within ten feet from shore. It's something to think about!

And the swim is just one of his responsibilities. It is also his job alone to care for the health of each individual in his group. See that they have a good time in all kinds of weather and bring them back safely.

Our guides are of good health and are built to "take it." They are of good character, friendly, and congenial. They watch their language and set good examples.

Through past experiences it is found that when a boy gets out on a canoe trip away from others he knows it is different than even his Scout Camp.
If the opportunity permits he finds this is a swell spot to learn some new shady stories, to practice a little profane language and possible to learn to smoke as he knows that nobody will ever know the difference. However, if he is with a responsible guide, this can be turned into the opposite direction and, being as close to nature as it is, he can have memories of it being the cleanest and the healthiest experience of his life.

Our guides know their Scouting. They not only know the requirements which so many Scouts ask about on the trips, but also are able to give all necessary instruction for any test which is likely to be a "natural" on a canoe trip.

Our guides know the Wilderness First Aid from A to Z. After administering First Aid to a patient they get him to a doctor if necessary. If the patient might possibly be so bad off that it would be impossible to move them there is a lookout tower or a ranger station not far away where they might phone for a plane to come after the patient or bring a doctor to the spot. So far, this had never been necessary.

The guide knows that the canoe base might not be the quickest place to get to, that on Basswood Lake there might be a doctor or a fast boat to take them to Ely, or at on Saganaga Lake there might be a doctor or means of getting to one quickly.

If there is no swumper to take the injured person back to civilization, the guide might go himself but is sure to see that a base camp is set up and that a responsible person is left in charge. If no person like that is at hand, he takes the whole party out with the injured one.

Our guides not only know their canoeing but are able to intelligently teach it.

Our guides are good campers. Each Scout who goes on a trip with one of them is a better camper when he returns.

Our guides know most of the trees and plants, birds, animals, and fish in the section of the country and teach their uses, etc.

Our guides know how to fish, where to fish, and know when to stop fishing. There is never any wasted. They know the fish laws of the section of the country he is paddling in and sees to it that each member of his party lives up to these laws.

Our guides are teachers not canoe chauffeurs. They are part of the gang, not the boss who gives orders of "Don't" do this and "Don't" do that. He arouses interest doesn't say "Come now, let's have a class on plan study." Did you notice how Ole accomplished these things?

A good guide is a leader, good woodsman, and a darn hard sonker.
Much has been written on fishing tackle and many have their own ideas. Fishing tackle varies in different parts of the country and types of fish to be caught. Here are the bare necessities which are sufficient for a canoe trip.

**Figure 1.** A small tackle box which can be carried inside the pack or in the pocket. A small tin can with a tight fitting cover works just as well.

**Figure 2.** Two plugs of this type are plenty. One which floats on the surface of the water and the other which sinks. There are many colors and shapes which have many names. A "Redhead" or "Pikey Minnow" are two which will do fine. These are good for all types of fish found in these waters but are particularly good in fast waters. The floating one for rapids where there is danger of catching on rocks, etc.

**Figure 3.** The spoon type of such names as "K-B", "Jardine" "Daredevil", and any of them are good. Two or three of these is plenty, possibly of different types or colors. These are good for all types of fish and are good for trolling.

**Figure 4.** A "Juno Bug Spinner" for live bait. These are handy when fish aren't biting quite so well. They're good for any of the fish. Two are sufficient.

**Figure 5.** Sinker. About three small ones will do for ordinary fishing for the week. Along with three heavy ones - four or five ounces each. These are no get down about sixty feet deep for lake trout.

**Figure 6.** Floats. Either the dry or wet type or both. If you are a fly fisherman you will probably have your own ideas anyway. If not, they are not necessary at all.

**Figure 7.** Leaders. About five fairly long ones.

On this tackle you can catch all you want of Walleyed Pike, Bass, Lake Trout, Croppies, and Northern Pike.

A casting rod is desirable but not necessary, fitted with a full spool of 1/8 pound test line. If you buy one, get one with steel tips and eyes, not glass or agate, they break easily. Fifty yards of common trolling line will catch plenty of fish, however, if you do not have a rod.
No Guide License is required in Minnesota.

A Guide License is required in Canada.

A Minnesota License is required if you are 18 years of age or over for residents - 16 years for non-residents.

A Canadian License is required regardless of age unless a person of under 16 years of age is with his parents who have a License.

A Canadian License is required if you possess fishing tackle. You do not have to be fishing to be arrested.

A Travel Permit is required for anyone who travels by canoe in Canada. This costs nothing.

If you are a non-resident of Minnesota, do not buy fishing licenses until you know definitely where you canoe trip will take you.

Many canoe trips do not go into Canada and therefore no Canadian licenses are necessary.

Many canoe trips are all within the borders of Canada except for the first and last days out and therefore only a Canadian License is necessary.

Many canoe trips are along the border, one day only in Canada and perhaps another only in the United States and other days of travel right on the actual border. In this case it is wise for some of the party to get United States licenses and some to get Canadian licenses, thus when on either side, someone can always fish so the gang can have fish for supper.

This year we hope to have an arrangement with the Canadian officials whereby the canoe base can buy a number of fishing licenses which are transferable thus the canoe base can in turn sell each Scout a license for a small amount to be returned at the end of the trip. $5.00 is the price of a Canadian license if one purchases it for himself alone. Thus it might be cheaper for a non-resident of Minnesota to take his canoe trip in Canada with $5 a dollar for a transferable license, than to get a Minnesota license for $3.00.
MEATLESS MULLIGAN

Boil rutabagas and onions and cabbage. Boil potatoes separately. They need not be put on until half an hour after other vegetables have gone to a boil. When all are done, mix and add tomato paste, salt and pepper.

The bulk of the vegetables must be potatoes on account of the limited quantity of other vegetables carried. A little corned beef might help - or bacon grease or diced bacon may be fried and added.

Macaroni may be cooked separately and added. In fact, rice or oatmeal or any cooked cereal or flour paste may be added and used for thickening and to stick to the ribs.

CORNSTARCH PUDDING

Bring sufficient water to boil - sweeten water well - make thin paste of cornstarch. Stir in boiling water until thick and done. Flavor with maple syrup or lemon juice or lemon powder.

BEAN SOUP

Boil a small quantity of beans in a lot of water, until done. Season to taste.

Beans may be boiled and then put in a frying pan when cooked. It will change the flavor without baking.

HUNTER'S STEW

Same as Mulligan but use a different mixture, so that it will appear different.

The greater the imagination, the greater the success - providing materials that blend well are used.

SQUAW CORN

Dice bacon and fry till done. Put canned corn or dried corn well cooked into the hot frying pan with the cooked bacon and stir until mixed. Season. Corn fritters may be made by adding corn to the pancake mixture.

RICE - SPOTTED DOG

Put washed rice in cold water and cook until done. Caution, if water is 4 times the depth of the rice, it will not burn. Add cooked raisins to make "spotted dog.

POTATO SOUP

Dice potatoes and cook until done. Add any quantity of water depending upon the consistency desired. Season. This is a very rapidly prepared dish - very nourishing and a good pick me up.

OATMEAL MUSH

Stir meal into boiling salted water. Cold oatmeal may be fried the next day.

DOPE

Mix brown sugar into melted butter to make a thick paste to be used as a spread.